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1. Introduction. In this paper we consider the following
problem" What can one say about the tones of a drum with a small
tear ?

Let/2 be a bounded domain in R with C boundary 7. And let
B, be the e-ball whose center is w e/2. We put /2,=/2\B,. We con-
sider the following eigenvalue problem"
(1.1) --zlu(x)=2(Du(x) x e 9.

u(x) =0 x e
u (x)- 0 x e B,, /," normal derivative.

Let 02(D_2(D. be the eigenvalues of --z/counted by multiplic-
ities. And let 0__... be the eigenvalues of -z/ in /2 under
the Dirichlet condition on ,. We have the following

Theorem 1. Assume n=2. Fix . Assume that is simple,
then
(1.2) 2() 2--2, ]grad 9(w)]+29(w), +0( ]log,
holds as tends to zero, where 9(x) denotes the eigenfunction as-
sociated with satisfying

(x)dx=l.

Remarks. The remainder term 0( ]log 1) in (1.2) is not uniform
with respect to ]. It should be remarked that 2()2 (" small)
when (w) 0, grad (w) 4:0, which is false when we put the Dirichlet
condition on 3B.. See Courant-Hilbert [1]. Also see Uchiyama [8].
The problem (1.1) corresponds to the eigenvalue problem for a drum
with a small tear 3B,.

We make a historical remark. Rauch-Taylor [6] gave the con-
vergence of the eigenvalues 2()-- for any k. Our Theorem 1 is
improvement of their result in case n=2. For the case where we put
the Dirichlet condition on B,, many results concerning the asymptotic
behaviour of the eigenvalues as --0 are obtained recently. See [2]-[5],
etc.

In 2 we give a basic idea o the preof of Theorem 1. Details of
this paper will be given elsewhere.
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2. Ideas. A key tool to prove an asymptotic formula is a func-
tion theoretic version of the Schiffer-Spencer formula. Let G(x, y)
be the Green function of the Laplacian in 12 under the Dirichlet con-
dition on .. And let N,(x, y) be the Green function satisfying

N(x, y)=--(x--y) x, y e
N,(x, y)lx=0 y e 9.

a N,(x, y)]xeo,,=0 y e

where 3/3 denotes the exterior normal derivative on 3/2,\y. We define
two symbols:

i=l

for any a, b e C(/2\{w}). It should be remarked that (/7, 17} is in-
variant under an orthonormal transformation of the orthonormal
coordinates (w, w.).

(Ha(x, w), Hwb(x, w)}- a(x, w) a(x, w).
,= 3WaW 3W3W

It should be remarked that (H,a, Hb}l,,\i is invariant under any
orthonormal transformation of basis, if a(x, w), b(x, w) e C(f2 \{w})
and a(x, w)=Jb(x, w)=0 or x, y e 9\{w}.

We put
p,(x, y)= G(x, y)4-2ze(gwG(x, w), wG(y, w)}

+(z/2)4(HG(x, w), HwG(y, w)}.
Let G, (resp. P,) be the integral operator acting on L(9,) whose
integral kernel function is G,(x, y) (resp. P,(x, y)). We have the fol-
lowing two lemmas.

Lemma 1. For a constant C independent of
(2.1) 6,-P, II,(,,)<_c
holds, where s0 is an arbitrary fixed constant.

Lemma 2. Let Z, be the characteristic function of 9,. Then
(2.2) (G,-- P,)(X,9j)IIL(,)-- Ce3 [log
holds for a constant C independent of .

Remarks. The estimate (2.1) is weak in the sense that the right
hand side is not o(), however we only use the weak type estimate and
Lemma 2 in the proof of Theorem 1.

An essential difference between the proof of Theorem 1 and the
proof of the asymptotic formula for eigenvalues considering under the
Dirichlet condition on 3B, lies in the estimate of the maximum norm
of the solution of the following equations"
(2.3) zJu,(x) 0 x e
(2.4) u,(x)l=0
(2.5) u,(x)lo,,--t,(x), max [t,(x)l_M(D,
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or

(2.6) u.(x)lo.-S.(x), max

For the case (2.3)-(2.5), we have the estimate
(2.7) lu.(x)]<_c Ilog ]- ]log [x-wll M(D.
See [2]. On the other hand, the estimate
(2.S) [u.(x)l<_C(1 / Ilog
for the solution of (2.3), (2.4) and (2.6) is obtained. We can not apply
the maximum principle to prove (2.8). (2.8) is proved by the alternate
convergence procedure (different but the similar idea as alternierendes
Verfahren due to Schwarz [7]) for the two domains R\.B, and
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